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Hamilton, Amanda H. <AHHamilton@reedsmith.com> Thu, Sep 12, 2019 at 2:42 PM
To: Renee Yamagishi <ryamagishi@gmail.com>

Yamagishi v. Nationstar et al.
Alameda County Case No. RG19015807
 
Dear Ms. Yamagishi,
 
I am in receipt of your emails over the last few weeks, and will respond here regarding your demand
for a meeting and your allegations that you do not approve of the format of the line items we sent you.
 
I believe you demanded payment information so that you could make a determination on the value of
the payoff such that this case would be settled and resolved without need for litigation.  On behalf of
Nationstar, I sent you the information requested.  There is no requirement for the client to re-prepare
the statement so that it matches a preferred formatting.  The format we sent you reflects the way the
account is serviced and how the payoff and statuses are calculated. 
 
Please recall that the Court has ordered you to “furnish security for the benefit of Defendants in the
amount of $100,000” by September 13th or this case will be stayed.  If you post bond by tomorrow, we
will have our case management conference on 9/25/19.  However, I wanted to make sure that we
could respond to your allegations and demands before then.  
 
As to your demand to meet in person with Fay Janati in Texas, and me, we are formally refusing that
request, if it was not made clear in prior phone calls and emails.   We have requested settlement
demands from you for over a year via telephone and email in addition to attending 3 settlement
conferences. Our client on behalf of the trustee stands ready willing and able to receive payment of
the full amount of the payoff minus the $5,000 in full settlement we previously offered. We are not
negotiating the interest rate retroactively or entertaining any dispute of line items.  We are not pushing
back the sale date. 
 
Further, it should be noted that we have attempted numerous times in good faith to discuss this
matter.  At the most recent MSC, the commissioner said your offer of $3,000,000 was a non-starter,
and you were ordered to come to the settlement conference with a good faith offer by Judge
McGuiness.  After the MSC, we had discussed your willingness to payoff the entire loan, but when we
asked for proof of funds to pay, you were not able to show evidence you had attempted to secure the
funding.  You have also claimed you wished to sell the property, demanding time to sell the property
without ever putting the house on the market, and contradicting your claims in your court filings that
you wish to retain your family home.  I understand it’s possible to change your mind, but your actions
have prevented and delayed resolution.  
 
As to the line items issue, we have provided a computer-generated line item of your account.  It
identifies all interest applied, all fees and charges applied and, reflects all payments received, if
applicable.  Nationstar has satisfied its obligation.  If BANA provided a list of past due payments for
reinstatement in a format you prefer, that does not create any obligation for Nationstar to create such a
document or use a format that you prefer.  In addition, you allege errors in your comparison of different



types of documents but we have reviewed and do not see any error.  Your reference to the fact that
the unpaid balance does not change is because you have not made payments to reduce that balance.
 A payoff statement does not contain a list of line items.  Similarly it does not contain the calculation of
the interest rate.   The line items are in the document we provided to you; the interest rate calculation
is in the letters sent to you by Nationstar each time the interest is scheduled to change under the
terms of the loan. 
 
Lastly, any of the abbreviations can easily be searched online.  For instance, we found this definition
of “corp adv disb” via typing the term into google.  If there are any other terms you do not understand,
please feel free to ask.  
 
Corporate Advance Corp Adv Expense Advance;
Corporate Recoverable
Advances
Disbursement for servicing-related expenses (not escrow expenses)
paid with servicer funds rather than escrow funds, to be
recovered from borrower. May include foreclosure expenses,
attorney fees, bankruptcy fees, force placed insurance, and so
forth.

Sincerely,

Amanda 

Amanda Hamilton | Staff Attorney
ReedSmith LLP | 101 Second Street, Suite 1800| San Francisco, CA 94105
Direct: 415.659.4791 | Office: 415.543.8700 | Fax: 415.391.8269 | ahhamilton@reedsmith.com

 

* * *

This E-mail, along with any attachments, is considered confidential and may well be legally privileged. If you have
received it in error, you are on notice of its status. Please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this
message from your system. Please do not copy it or use it for any purposes, or disclose its contents to any other
person. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Renee Yamagishi <ryamagishi@gmail.com> Thu, Sep 12, 2019 at 3:35 PM
To: Renee Yamagishi <aizuwarrior@protonmail.com>

[Quoted text hidden]

Renee Yamagishi <ryamagishi@gmail.com> Thu, Sep 12, 2019 at 4:16 PM
To: cholleran@unitedlawcenter.com

Steve Foondos, thanks Chris:

The current "full payoff" claimed by Nationstar - ABSENT ANY COMPLETE LINE ITEM ACCOUNTING is $685,
000.00 approximately to date.
This includes charging me for "legal fees, late fees, property expenses, Corp Adv. Disb." and other strange fees I don't

mailto:ahhamilton@reedsmith.com


understand.    But this is their figure.

While I dispute and can show evidence in rebuttal of her email below, of the order of the court which deems me a
vexatious litigant, etc....   the fight isn't fair and my life has been usurped too long and brutally by this fight (almost 11
years this November - continually).   5 years litigation, 5 years being wrongfully denied loan mods by BofA servicers
before that.

So to pay ransom in the extortion amount of $685,000 and retain equity of a $1.2 million property that is my current
sole source of income, is obviously self-protective and prudent compared to being on the curb penniless as a single
57 year old woman with no retirement or pension or savings to speak of!!!

I am seeking creative funding for a loan - and am hoping my old friend and tenant may consent to being add-on title
so his income can be combined so we can qualify for a loan and pay off Nationstar.   But i don't know who would fund
it except private money or hard money, don't know.  

The last resort, as I said, is to sell the house and lose our family home of 54 years and all the income I created; but
then again I renovated and created this into a tri-plex so it is valuable real estate and I can take the profit and start
over somewhere ....

I just need help quickly! 
Tustee sale 9/25/19 and I have ascertained my state court and the UD court have completely bullied me and my
family into the extortion amount.

I just need an advocate to give us time to get the funding and / or sell the house within a reasonable enough time to
move myself out of the main house and do a few cosmetic upgrades.   

I am battle weary from a solid year of abusive practices which now unfortunately include my courts.

thank you very very much,
2703 Mathews St., Berkeley CA  94702

p.s.  I am A REASONABLE MATURE BUSINESS MINDED PERSON --- Steve, though I will shed a tear if selling the
house is my best most expedient option, I will not have a fit or a breakdown such that I can't contract with you for you
to get paid out of the proceeds....

Please work with me, there are few attorneys who still go to bat to advocate for homeowners in CA

Renee Yamagishi

510-295-7214
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Hamilton, Amanda H. <AHHamilton@reedsmith.com>
Date: Thu, Sep 12, 2019 at 2:42 PM
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Renee Yamagishi <ryamagishi@gmail.com> Mon, Sep 23, 2019 at 9:03 AM
To: Renee Yamagishi <aizuwarrior@protonmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Renee Yamagishi <ryamagishi@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Sep 23, 2019 at 8:57 AM
Subject: Re: Yamagishi v. Nationstar et al.
To: Hamilton, Amanda H. <AHHamilton@reedsmith.com>
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Good morning Amanda Hamilton, for Nationstar et al:

Please revise my last email as to the dollar amount of "full payoff," I was in error.

This email contains our correction per your last email of payoff demand:   you
wrote:  "Our client on behalf of the trustee stands ready willing and able to receive payment of the
full amount of the payoff minus the $5,000 in full settlement we previously offered. We are not
negotiating the interest rate retroactively or entertaining any dispute of line items.  We are not pushing
back the sale date. "

My agent for lender is meeting with his group; and asked me to direct them to the
contact person and best FAX and EMAIL(s).    

I, in my own stead at this time must confirm the exact dollar amount that will settle
this.  Therefore this email corrects my oversight from last Friday's email I sent you
and now confirms that Nationstar "full payoff" offer at this time is for the dollar amount
is $694,992.16 - $5,000   or =  $689,992.16. 

Please note:    I understand I include Aztec Foreclosure and
the Wilmington / M&T defendant entities in full concurrence with your
representation at Reed Smith LLP and its attorneys handling this matter.  
Please confirm.

My "team" and family also have met over the weekend and found my oversight
and deliberated deeply on our offer:   upon review of a stack of monthly statements
and the line itemized charges available and unavailable for us to examine charged to
my family and additionally for OUR expenses to resolve this dispute by making cash
offers and to minimize expenses on both sides -- yet paying dearly those expenses
for OUR side as well;  my team propose an additional $30,000 to the $5,000 offer per
your last email; reflective of 74 continual months of not only "servicing duties" by
Nationstar, but 74 months of anguish and expenses at the Ramos-Yamagishi
household as well.  Thank you for recognizing that I am note-maker and without a
note there is no servicing industry --- we are partners whether we are a the same
"team" with one another or not.

September 2019 Statement Full Payoff   $694,992.16
Your "team's" offer discounting                   - 5,000.00
My family's offer discounting                      - 30,000.00



                         OFFER TO PAYOFF:      $660.000.00  (rounded up from
$659,992.16)
                       
I, Renee S. Yamagishi, as of 8:30 AM Monday September 23, 2019 hereby offer the
above-derived dollar amount of $660,000.00 FULL PAYOFF    (Six Hundred Sixty
Thousand dollars and zero cents) to settle now and forever all adverse claims of
lien interest and any interest derived from that June 26, 2006 Note and its deed-of-
trust entered by myself, Renee Shizue Ramos (Yamagishi) in favor of the one Aegis
Lending Corporation.

To repeat: please expect our lender/agent's formal LETTER OF INTENT to the same
expected forthcoming timely and pronto -- both competing agents await the final
agreed "full payoff" in order to fund the loan pronto and issue your formal Letter of
Intent.

Thank you,

/s/ Renee S Yamagishi (Ramos) 
and on behalf of our family of four generations continually in lawful possession of
home and dwelling:
2703 Mathews Street, Berkeley CA  94702

[Quoted text hidden]

Renee Yamagishi <ryamagishi@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 24, 2019 at 1:25 PM
To: tommodica@gmail.com

Full payoff from Nationstar as of 12 days ago = $7.00  shy of $690,000
Thx
Renee

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Hamilton, Amanda H. <AHHamilton@reedsmith.com>
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